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uncertainContext-Based Classification Using Local Features and Partial Hidden Markov Models. In this paper, we address the
issue of classification in the context of visual object recognition. We introduce a new computational model for visual object
classification based on the use of multiple contextual cues. The proposed model exploits the contextual information provided by
the image taken into consideration, by representing the input image as a histogram of textons. The histogram is used as input to
a stochastic classifier consisting of a Conditional Random Field (CRF) and a Partially Hidden Markov Model (PHMM) for
context-based classification. This work differs from previous works as the feature space model is learned from visual data, in
contrast to feature space learning from text. The proposed approach is tested in a challenging, public benchmark for scene
classification. Experimental results show that our approach outperforms competing methods.Q: How to make an ActionLink
perform an Ajax request to a view page I have an ActionLink on a view that uses a paging control to let the user paginate
through a list of records on a view. The View is bound to a DataSet returned from a repository in my Model. I have the
functionality in my ActionLink that displays the control like this: @Html.PagedListPager(Model.AllItems, page =>
Url.Action("Index", new { page, sort, searchstring = ViewBag.SearchString }), Model.AllItems.GetPagedListRenderOptions()) I
would like to be able to make an Ajax request to the action link and pass the current page to the view that I am paging through
and display this information on the page. Is this possible? A: Here is a a helper extension class I created. It is a simple
framework that can be extended by MVC developers to be used 82157476af
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